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Emergent Reader 35: Hints of Fall

Day 1 Homework Sheet

We have been learning about the ending -le. � e sound made by le at the end of a word is /l/, which 
is the last sound in the words apple and puddle. Draw a picture of an apple or someone jumping into 
a puddle.

Read the Words
Read these words to someone.

it’s
can’t
Pam’s

Rhyming Words
Circle the words on each line that rhyme with each other.

mud puddle steps bud
rest spring nest paddle
riddle prints eggs glints



Read Riddles to Someone
Read these riddles to someone. Have them guess the season that is the answer to each riddle. Write the answer once they have made 
their guess.
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Riddle:
Kids in dress-ups sit next to pumpkins on the steps.
Answer:
It’s _____________!

Riddle:
My hands melt prints. The frosted glass twinkles and glints.
Answer:
It’s _____________!

Riddle:
Kids in sunglasses skip past a little grasshopper in the 
grass.
Answer:
It’s _____________!



Draw and Write
� ink about the message “� ere are special things about each season to notice and do.” Write about 
something special in a season that you notice or like to do. Draw a picture to go with your writing. 
When you are fi nished, read your writing to someone and show how your illustration matches your 
writing.
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Spell the Words
Spell the words in the sound boxes.

ducks

raft

fast

nest

melt

hand
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Mixed-Up Sentence
Unscramble the words and write a sentence.

                                              
jackets  bundle  Kids  hats.  up  in  and

Write the Letters
Write each of the letters as many times as you can to fi ll up the line.
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very my their they

their

my

they

they

very

their

very

they

my

my

their

very

Read and Write the Words

                    


